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Big data & the 7 V's
Sources linked to tourism
Benefits vs. risks
Evolution or revolution?
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Big data & the 7 V's
 Volume

- exploding # observations

 Velocity

- data deluge

 Variety

- many faces

 Veracity

- what do we measure?

 Validity

- quality, usefulness

 Volatility

- longevity?

 Value

- data as marketable asset
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Sources linked to tourism
Communication
systems

World Wide Web

Business process
generated data

Mobile network
operator data

Web activity

Flight booking
systems

Traffic loops

Volunteered
geographic
information
(OpenStreetMap)

Smart mobile
devices data

Web portals

Stores cashier
data

Smart energy
meters

Wikipedia
contents

Social media
posts

Individual
websites

Financial
transactions

Vessel radio
identification

Picture
collections

Sensors

Crowd sourcing

Satellite
images
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Prague_astronomical_clock
Passed
a few
traffic
loops

Switching
on
smartphone

Viewing "Old
Town Square"
wikipedia page

Facebook
status
update

Making
a call

Using
city map
via GPS

Googling a
nearby
cafe

Used
payment
card in
souvenir
shop

Booked a
room using
Tripadvisor

Switched
on the
heating in
smart
meter
equipped
apartment

Just
checked in
online for
return flight

Checking a
hotel website

Adding this
image to
picture album
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Benefits
 Better timeliness (and overall quality?)
 Better geographical granularity
 Better temporal granularity
 New indicators previously unavailable
 Synergies with other fields of statistics


Multi-source + multi-purpose

…
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What we currently publish

Better detail through
dasymetric mapping

Source:
Eurostat
(unreleased data)

Down to 10km grids

Geographical granularity

Nights spent at accommodation
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Risks and constraints
 Access … and continuity of access
 Concepts and definitions?
 Selectivity bias (representativeness?)
 Comparability over time (break in series?)
 Independence (objectivity?)
 Skills (data collector  data connector)
 Trust (producers, users, society)
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Source:
Eurostat, Proximus,
Statistics Belgium.

Quality, breaks, concepts, trust, access, …
Outbound tourism trips by residents of Belgium
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Evolution or revolution?
1. Big data as auxiliary info for surveys


Validation, calibration, deeper breakdowns

2. Surveys as one of the sources


Increasing weight of new sources



Flash estimates

3. New sources gradually replace surveys


Partially!

4. Rethink the system of tourism statistics?
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Where are we now?

?

Food for thought
 Big data is here to stay


Official statistics no longer a monopoly



Safeguard access to objective data

 Be prepared to leave the comfort zone


Producer becomes user



Question everything you know

 Invest in skills and in collaboration

 Big data have particular potential for MST
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Thank you for your attention
christophe.demunter@ec.europa.eu
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